Abstract-We study unitary precoding for multistream MIMO systems with partial channel state information at the transmitter. We introduce a quantization scheme in which the full space of non-equivalent precoding matrices is partitioned into Grassmannian and orthogonalization parts. The Grassmannian part is used for maximizing the power after precoding and the orthogonalization part is used for removing cross talk between the data streams. We show that orthogonalization improves the attainable capacity when the receiver is linear. We give a parametrization for the non-equivalent orhogonalization matrices and a metric which measures the orthogonality of the transmission. Optimal orthogonalization codebooks for two-stream transmission are presented. When feedback is limited, the optimal partitioning of feedback bits between Grassmannian and orthogonalization parts becomes an issue. In correlated scenarios, the number of feedback bits may be significantly reduced by investing bits into the orthogonalization part.
Precoder Partitioning in Closed-loop MIMO Systems I. INTRODUCTION M ULTIANTENNA transmission based on linear precoding [1] , [2] , [3] has been extended to multi-stream spatial multiplexing in [4] , [5] . When full channel state information (CSI) is unavailable at the transmitter, which is the case in frequency-division duplex systems, quantized CSI may be acquired through a feedback loop. In closed-loop codebook based precoding, the transmitter and receiver shares a predefined codebook of precoding matrices.
Grassmannian precoding aims at steering energy on the used eigendirections of the channel and quantizes a coset of the space of all precoding matrices where all unitary rotations of the transmitted streams are considered equivalent [1] , [4] . In multistream transmission, the part of the space of all possible precoding matrices that is ignored by the chordal and FubiniStudy distance metrics used in Grassmannian precoding, can be used to remove the crosstalk between the transmitted data streams. In this paper, we divide the full space of nonequivalent precoding matrices into two parts -the Grassman- This work was financially supported by Nokia and appeared in part in the 11th International Symposium on Wireless Personal Multimedia Communications (WPMC) Conference, Lapland, Finland, Sept. [8] [9] [10] [11] 2008 .
H. nian part and the orthogonalization part, which is used to remove the crosstalk between the streams. Orthogonalization of the transmission is beneficial when the receiver is linear, such as a zero forcing (ZF) or a minimum mean square (MMSE) receiver, and not able to perfectly remove the crosstalk. This is particularly the case when there is a strong transmit antenna correlation, but multistream transmissions are strived for to improve user date rates. Strong correlations are typical in macrocells, where the base stations (BS) are situated over the rooftop and there are only few scatterers close to the BSs [6] .
When there is at least as many receive than transmit antennas and the number of streams is the maximum, the Grassmannian precoding becomes irrelevant and the performance of a suboptimum receiver can be improved only by orthogonalization of the transmission.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a MIMO system with N t transmit and N r receive antennas and unitary precoding. The number of spatially multiplexed streams is N s ≤ min(N t , N r ). Stating the matrix dimensions below the symbols the received signal y reads
where H is the MIMO channel, W is the unitary precoding matrix, s contains the transmitted symbols and n is the additive white noise with variance
Nr×Nt is a complex Gaussian matrix, which obey a Kronecker correlation and can be written as [7] 
whereH is an i.i.d. complex circular Gaussian matrix and R t = E H H H and R r = E HH H are the transmit and receive correlation matrices, respectively. Singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel results in H = UΣV H , where U is an N r × min(N t , N r ) matrix of the left eigenvectors of the channel, V is an N t × min(N t , N r ) matrix of the right eigenvectors and Σ is a min(N t , N r ) × min(N t , N r ) diagonal matrix of the square roots of the channel eigenvalues λ k . The equivalent channel after precoding is
where Σ eq has square roots of the equivalent channel eigenvalues λ eq,k on the diagonal and the N s × min(N t , N r ) matrix V eq contains the right eigenvectors of H eq . We define also R eq = H H eq H eq as the equivalent correlation matrix. 
III. OPTIMALITY OF ORTHOGONALIZATION
A multistream transmission is orthogonalized when the equivalent correlation matrix R eq is diagonal. Imperfect orthogonalization of the transmitted data streams gives rise to crosstalk between the sub-streams. As a consequence, the performance of the precoded transmission depends on the receiver.
ML receiver: With unitary precoding, the maximum likelihood (ML) receiver achieves the open loop MIMO capacity
where γ = Es Nsσ 2 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per stream. Thus the capacity does not depend on V eq , and is trivially invariant under rotation of V eq by any unitary matrix. Consequently, in the absence of water filling, the capacity of a precoded transmission with an ML receiver does not depend on the orthogonality between the transmitted data streams.
Linear receiver: With a linear receiver the ML-capacity is not reached by default. Taking the interference left after the linear receiver into account, the capacity is
where γ k is the post-processing signal-to-interference ratio (SINR) of the k-th data stream. This can be expressed in the form [8] 
− a , where a = 0, 1 for a ZF and MMSE, respectively.
Proposition 1: Consider a MIMO system y = Hx + n with perfect channel state information at the receiver and perfect information of the right eigenvectors of the channel at the transmitter, and a linear (ZF or MMSE) receiver. The capacity achieving transmission covariance can be realized as a precoder that orthogonalizes the channel.
Proof:
The arguments of the logarithms in (3) can be expressed in terms of the diagonal elements of M as 1
Ns k=1 m kk . By construction the matrix M is Hermitian and positive semidefinite. Accordingly, Hadamard's inequality applies to the capacity; C lr ≤ − log 2 det M. The inequality holds with equality iff M is diagonal which follows iff R is diagonal i.e. when the channel is orthogonalized.
IV. PRECODING FOR SUBOPTIMUM RECEIVER
In this paper, we consider the full space of non-equivalent N t × N s precoding matrices, not only Grassmannian precoding. The full space of N t ×N s unitary matrices is the complex Stiefel manifold
Denoting the group of N × N unitary matrices by U(N ), the complex Stiefel manifold may be understood as the quotient
, [4] . The Stiefel manifold can be rotated by unitary rotations both from left and right,
By multiplying a set of points, a codebook, by a random L from left we get another codebook which has the same distance properties but rotated points. The right action defines an equivalence relation of points on the Stiefel manifold. The complex Grassmann manifold G C (N t , N s ) is defined as the quotient space of V C (N t , N s ) with respect to this equivalence relation; the Grassmann is isomorphic to
Thus, there is a projection from V C (m, n) to G C (m, n) that maps a unitary N t ×N s matrix to a subspace spanned by it [9] , [4] .
Grassmannian precoding. The aim of Grassmannian precoding is to steer all energy to the N s used eigendirections of the channel. This is equivalent of choosing the Grassmannian precoding matrix G i from the Grassmannian codebook G such that the distance [5] . When the distance is zero, the equivalent channel eigenvalues λ eq,k are equal to the channel eigenvalues λ k and all energy is steered on the N s used eigendirections of the channel. Then G equals to the N s first rows of V H up to some unitary rotation. Both Fubini-Study metric and the Chordal distance, which are considered as distance metrics in Grassmannian e.g. in [4] are invariant under unitary rotations, and are thus ignorant of the orthogonality of the transmission.
Precoder partitioning. Consequently, we partition the precoding matrix W into a part G corresponding to a point in the Grassmann manifold G C (N t , N s ) and an N s × N s orthogonalization unitary matrix O.
From the point of view of unitary precoding, the transmitted symbols can be interchanged. This means that orthogonalization matrices that are column permutations of each other are equivalent. Also, the overall phases of the columns are irrelevant. Thus the non-equivalent orthogonalization matrices take values in the coset space
which means that orthogonalization matrices are equivalent up to an N s -fold direct product of N s phases and the set of column permutations which forms the permutation group of N s elements, P(N s ). The orthogonalization part of W is invisible to the metrics used in Grassmannian precoding. We define a parametrization of an element of O(N s) using Givens rotors R [10] : 
where each R(k, l) is an N s × N s unitary matrix which coincides with the identity matrix except in the four matrix elements that lie at the crossings of columns k, l and rows k, l. These four matrix elements are given by the elements in the 2 × 2 unitary matrixR kl , fully defined by the first column w = [sin θ, cos θe j φ ] T . The non-equivalent orthogonalizations are fully represented by the set of (N s , 1) . Thus, a natural candidate for the distance of two orthogonalization matrices O and Q is the minimum over column permutations of the two-norm of the vector of chordal distances of the columns of the matrices, i.e.
where o i and q i are the columns of O and Q.
Orthogonalization codebooks for N t × 2 MIMO. For two-stream transmission, O(w) is represented byR kl . With the orthogonalization metric, O(2) is isomorphic to the two-sphere S 2 , so that O(w) corresponds to the point {sin 2θ cos φ, sin 2θ sin φ, cos 2θ}. The equivalent orthogonalization matrix O(w) constructed by permuting the columns, corresponds to an antipodal point on the sphere and has the first columnw = [cosθ, − sin θe j φ ]. It follows that quantizing O(2) corresponds to quantizing a hemisphere of S 2 . Equivalently, S 2 may be quantized using pairs of antipodal points, and one representative of each point is taken. Optimal codebooks can be found by using antipodal sphere packing results from e.g. [11] . A 1-bit orthogonalization codebook is obtained from the UMTS Mode 1 2-bit antipodal codebook;
by removing two codewords which are column permutations. By adding a codeword I 2 to the 1-bit codebook we get an optimum 1.5-bit orthogonalizing codebook that was considered in UTRA Long Term Evolution (LTE) [12] for 2 × 2 MIMO multistream transmission. An optimum 2-bit orthogonalizing codebook can be constructed from the best antipodal 4-bit sphere packing, which consists of vertices of a cube [11] , by taking e.g. the four points in the upper hemisphere. One-, 1.5-and two-bit orthogonalization codebooks are listed in Table I. V. SIMULATION RESULTS We have simulated codebook performances in 2 × 2 and 4 × 2 MIMO with two streams and a ZF receiver, which gives similar perfomance as an MMSE receiver at medium to high SNR. Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is assumed on both streams. The modulation and coding classes are listed in Table II . The coding is turbo coding specified in the UMTS standard [13] . We consider both i.i.d. spatial fading and channels with transmit correlation. We use an exponential correlation model [14] for a uniform linear array (ULA), where the correlation matrix elements are
The direction of transmission φ is uniformly distributed across different channel realizations to avoid favoring a particular direction of the transmitted signal. The correlation is characterized by ρ. codebooks, respectively. In a correlated channel, with spatial correlation ρ = 0.8 the respective gains are 1.8, 1.5 and 1 dB. For 4 × 2 MIMO the simulated combined codebooks consist of 4, 5, 6, and 7 feedback bits that are partitioned between Grassmannian and orthogonalization beamforming so that 0, 1 or 2 bits are assigned for orthogonalization. The Grassmannian part of the codebook was generated with the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm [3] equipped with the FubiniStudy metric, argued in [4] to be optimal for the ML receiver. For uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, the matrix V is uniformly distributed in the Grassmann manifold. Thus any Grassmannian codebook with the same distance properties has the same average performance. However, with transmit correlation, realizations of V are non-uniformly distributed and depend on the correlation model used. To overcome problems related to this, we show results averaged over an ensemble of Grassmannian codebooks, which is generated by random unitary left rotations of a Grassmannian codebook C N . Figure 2 shows the throughput performance of the simulated codebooks versus channel correlation coefficient ρ for low to moderate correlation at average received SNR 14 dB. The codebooks are referred to as Gm On, where m is the number of bits used for Grassmannian beamforming, and n is the number of bits used for orthogonalization. If the transmit correlation is low and the codebook size is small, all feedback bits should be used to steering power, i.e. for the Grassmannian part. Orthogonalization prevents the weaker channel eigenvalue to deteriorate the stronger one. Accordingly, more gains from orthogonalization can be expected in correlated channels where there is a larger differences between channel eigenvalues. For example, at a moderate correlation of ρ = 0.6, G4 O2 outperforms G7 O0 which means a saving of one feedback bit. The corresponding plot with higher values of the correlation factor at average received SNR 17 dB can be G7 O0  G5 O2  G6 O0  G4 O2  G5 O0  G3 O2  G4 O0  G2 O2 Fig. 4 . Simulated throughput of different codebooks at transmit correlation ρ = 0.9. The codebooks are referred to as Gm On, where m is the number of bits used for Grassmannian beamforming, and n is the number of bits used for orthogonalization. found in Figure 3 . With increasing correlation the importance of orthogonalization increases and by investing bits into the orthogonalization part the total number of feedback bits may be significantly reduced. At correlation ρ = 0.8 G3 O2 outperforms G7 O0 and at ρ = 0.93 G2 O2 outperforms G7 O0, which means a saving of two to three feedback bits. Figure 4 shows the throughput versus average received SNR at correlation ρ = 0.9. Using the 4-bit codebook G2 O2 instead of a Grassmannian 6-or 7-bit codebooks result a loss of less than 0.5 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose that for multistream MIMO transmissions with suboptimal receivers, precoding codebooks should perform orthogonalization of streams in addition to Grassmannian beamforming. When there are two streams, we constructed optimum orthogonalization codebooks from antipodal sphere packings. Orthogonalization becomes important in channels with transmit correlation, typical in macrocellular environments. With transmit correlation, codebooks with a balanced division of bits between orthogonalization and Grassmannian beamforming outperform purely Grassmannian codebooks with significantly more codewords. The orthogonalization codebooks together with column permutations can also be used in multiuser MIMO for orthogonal transmission to different users.
